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As Hurricane Matthew approaches the United States, the Governors of Florida, South Carolina,

and North Carolina have declared a State of Emergency for their states.  The Governor of

Georgia has declared a State of Emergency for 13 counties and issued evacuation orders for

coastal residents.  In light of Hurricane Matthew, U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement's

(ICE) and U.S. Customs and Border Protection's (CBP) highest priorities are to promote life-

saving and life-sustaining activities, the safe evacuation of people who are leaving the

impacted area, the maintenance of public order, the prevention of the loss of property to the

extent possible, and the speedy recovery of the region.

As such, there will be no immigration enforcement initiatives associated with evacuations or

sheltering related to Matthew, including the use of checkpoints for immigration enforcement

purposes in impacted areas during an evacuation. If a state or local law enforcement agency

determines that individuals in their custody should be transferred or released due to Matthew,

the state or local law enforcement agency should not decline to do so solely on the basis of an

immigration detainer issued by ICE or CBP. If a state or local law enforcement agency does

decide to release an individual subject to an ICE or CBP detainer based on Matthew, the

agency should, wherever possible, contact the local ICE or CBP office prior to any such release

to ensure that the release does not pose a danger to the community. When determining how

to handle individuals in state or local detention during an emergency, state and local law

enforcement agencies should act consistently with the safety needs of their local communities

and the individual detainees.
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The Department's law enforcement components will be at the ready to help anyone in need of

assistance. The laws will not be suspended, and we will be vigilant against any effort by

criminals to exploit disruptions caused by the storm. Nevertheless, in evacuation or response,

we are committed to making sure that we can assist local authorities quickly, safely, and

efficiently. ICE and CBP also seek to provide for the safety and security of those in our custody

and to protect them from bodily harm in the event of a hurricane or a major destructive storm.

Should the need arise because of Hurricane Matthew, ICE will transfer detainees from affected

detention facilities. In the event of a transfer, the detainee's attorney of record will be notified,

the Online Detainer Locator will be updated, and the transfer will be temporary in nature.

Translations will be available in Spanish (/news/2016/10/06/mensaje-conjunto-de-ice-cbp-sobre-el-

huracán-matthew) , Haitian Creole (/news/2016/10/07/mesaj-konjwen-ice-ak-cbp-konsènan-siklòn-matthew) ,

Chinese (/news/2016/10/07/ice与cbp关于飓风馬修（hurricane-matthew）的联合公告) , (/news/2016/10/07/허리

케인-매튜matthew관련-ice-cbp-공동-성명) Korean (/news/2016/10/07/허리케인-매튜matthew관련-ice-cbp-공동-성명) ,

and Vietnamese (/news/2016/10/07/thông-điệp-của-ice-và-cbp-về-bão-lốc-matthew) .
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